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The Kibbutz Concept of Direct DemocrAcy 

01 r ec t democr acy as conce I ved and app I I ed In the k I bbu tz commun it I es and 

in the different organizations Inside these communities Is not limited to 

direct participation in decision making. I t Is a much more comprehensive 

conception of democracy that Is strongly linked to other basic values of 

the kibbutz and I ts social and economic structure. Here are some of Its 

basic features: 

1. 

2. 

3, 

2 

Kibbutz democracy Is perceived as an end in Its elf. promoting equal i ty 

in the members' Influence and strengthening t he I r commi tment to the 

common good of the kibbutz. 

Kibbutz democracy is not conf I ned to the po I It i ca I sphere but Is com-

prehensive as a basic principle in all areas of life. such as in eco-

nomic activity and organization and In education. The implementation 01 

t his p r Inc I pie mig h t be mo red iff i cui tin c e r t a I n are as. e. g.. I n d u s

trial plants In comparisons with agricultural branches, but there Is a 

permanent efror t at democrat Izat ion. 

Political ac t I v I t Y in the kibbutz Is not confined to voting in 

elect ions, In contrast to the separation between society and pOI i ty In 

liberal democracy. and the dominance of the pOlity -- the state In 

totalitarian democracy, pOlitical activity Is orily one aspect of social 

-

I I f e In the kibbutz and POlitical participation Is a part of everyday 

I I f e. 

4. Democratic deCision-making Is perceived In the kibbutz mainly as a 

process of problem-solving serving the common good and not as a mech

anism for the distribution of scarce goods among competing permanent 

Interest groups, Most of the Interest groups that exist In the kibbutz. 

such as work branches, age groups, etc., are Involved only occasionally 

wi t h the Issues that are discussed at the general assembly, Due to 

overlapping membership In various types of groups there are no basic 

spl I Is between permanent groups. 

5. Pol i tical ac t I v I I Y Is exercised not only through direct partiCipation 

6. 

in the collective decision-making of the general assembly and commit

tees but also through participation in the management of different 

areas of social life. Many administrative functions are not f u I I time 

jobs and are 1i I led by committees. Managers In the economic sphere are 

elected for Ilml ted per iods. 

The main motivation for political activity Is not an Instrumental moti-

vatlon aimed at the protection and promotion of Individual and group 

rights and interests but as a mode of self-expression and commitment to 

the community and its values. 

The patterns and mechanisms for the implementation of these theoretical 

assumptions are realized In the general assembly and in the network of com

mittees. as well as In the rotation of office holders and the lack of prlv-
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ileges afforded them. The plebiscite. a central mechanisms of pseudo-direct 

t th thos of Llbbu',z o. articlpatory democracy. democracy. is contrary 0 e e 1\ 

which is based on personal relations and mutual persuasion. On the other 

hand. decision-making is based not only on consensus but also on major i ty 

rule. 

This conception of direct democracy Is quite different from R. Dahl's 

"chinese box" conceptual ization. that sees the form of democracy largely as 

a function of the size and complexity of the society. fIlhlle size and com-

plexlty are surely Important for the implementation of direct par tlc-

ipatlon. there are other basic conditions that are not less important. such 

as the degree of communality of interest and a social structure based on 

feeling of solidarity and friendship. From this point of view kibbutz de-

mocracy embodies many of the principles stated by theorists of 

participatory democracy. its IIldeal-type" is e\t'en close to J. f' .. 1ansbrldges's 

ideal type of "uni tary demcocracy" as opposed to "adversary democracy". The 

kibbutz type of democracy is strongly related to the central values of the 

. to its economic collective structure and to its kibbutz communal society. 

social structure that was intentionally planned to create a modern 

"gemeinschaft". As a result of the "gemeinschaft" type of social relations 

it is not an abstract citizen that participates in the political process. 

but a whole person. bringing with him his personality. his status and his 

social relations. The decisions In the assembly are therefore In many 

cases substantive. directed to a particular case in a particular social 
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con t ext and not tot he est a b lis h i n g 0 fag e n era I r u Ie. The rea ref ew w r i t-

ten rules. in contradistinction to the multiplication of laws. internal or-

dinances and regulation in other self-managed systems. 

Forma legal control is replaced by mutual trust and by informal social 

control through public opinion In the framework of the communi ty and Its 

di fferent subgroups. Ser lous cases of devlat Ion from norms are discussed by 

committees and by the community assembly. there are degrees of public opin

ion pressure related to the severity of the deviation but there is no legal 

system of formal sanctions beside of the ultimate sanction of expelling 

from the community. There is no clear-cut devlslon between democratic deci

sion making and professional expertise. Professional knOWledge is highly-

valued in the kibbutz and while there is a rather strict system of rotation 

in managerial roles. there is no such rotation for professional roles such 

as engineers. teachers, accountants, etc. (In practice there are quite 

flexible occupational carreers and most members have passed through differ

ent occupations) the final decisions - also concerning technical matters. 

wi II be taken by democrately elected committees and in the assemblies of 

work-branches of the communities. usually prOfessionals are member of com-

mi ttees that prepare proposals for decisions of assemblies In matters such 

as production investment and investments plans or specific investments and 

developments. There is not always agreement between professionals of the 

same kind, such as between engineers for example and even more rarely be-

tween experts from different professions. E.g. architects and economists 
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wi I I judge construction plans by different criteria and is therefore not 

possible to decide between such contradictory arguments on the basis Of 

professional hierarchy. It is also not sure that a young engineer lacking 

practical experience is more competent on technical production problems 

than an experienced worker without formal degrees. The discussions in the 

committees and In the assemblies create opportunities for confrontation be-

tween different types of expertise and competence and the final decision 

will be taken through democratic procedures of persuasion and If necessary 

major i ty decision making. The connections and correlations among different 

components of the theories of participatory democracy. such as a high de

gree of value consensus and commlttment to the common goal. moral and in

trinsic motivation to participate and to contribute. social cohesion and a 

problem solving approach to decision making have been empirically docu-

mented by research on the kibbutz. on the other hand. direct and 

participatory democracy In the kibbutz are so closely related to other 

basic values of kibbutz Ife such as equality. cooperation and mutual re-

Ib 'l" voluntary membership. etc. and to Its non-conventional Instl-spons Illy, 

tutions, that it Is almost impossible to separate and isolate the political 

e1fects Of direct democracy from the effects of other aspects of this very 

particular social system. 
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In spite of the many chan"es that occured both Inside the kibbutz system 

and in its relationship with the environment, during the 75 years of Its 

existence, the degree 01 democratic participation is outstandingly high 

when compared wi th other communi ties and organizat ions. The scope of deci-

sion making concerning the numbers of issues available for participation is 

almost unlimited, due to the fact that many issues that usually are decided 

by the individual and the family are matters of publiC interest. 

Kibbutz members have the opportunity to pflrtlcipate in all the possible 

forms of participation - from passive aSSistance in assemblies to manage-

r I a I responsibility for implementation of decisions and in many different 

settings, The main area where changes have occured is extenslvlty Of par-

(iclpallon and the most problematic development is the decrease in the at 

tendance at the weekly assembly, But while in some kibbutzim the decrease 

in attendance might be critical and might even lead to a decrease in the 

frequency of assemblies, the majority of members in the large majority of 

kibbutzim participate In a large numbers of assemblies, Y'lhen we add to this 

the large number of members that participate in the large network of com-

mlttees and the different modes ot participation In'the work-place the ex-

tension of participation is quite unusual, although It lalls short of 

kibbutz expectations, 
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The kibbutz might offer therefore the optimai opportunity to study the 

effects of participation by comparing both Individuals with different de

grees of participation and communities and work-organizations that are more 

or less participatory. The high extensivlty of participation arises also 

the question of Its ilmits. Does the kibbutz illustrate the dangers of 

over-participation. when the socialist citizen is so busy with partic

Ipation in meetings that he iooses not only the free time needed to pursue 

other important interests and commi ttments. but also the freedom to decide 

himself about the use of this very important resource - time? 

Concerning this iast argument it is necessary to make an Important qual

i1ication. This argument is based on the assumption that participation In 

decision making is identical with attendance at formal meetings. This is 

not true at least. in the kibbutz in which Informal participation through 

interpersonal communication and discussion is both very frequent and very 

important in predicting outcomes. Informal interpersonal encounters that 

are qui te effect ive forms of par t Icipat Ion can occur not only In settings 

d I r ec t I Y related to the Issue to be decided. such as the office of the of-

fice holder and the premises of the work-place. Suggestions and initiatives 

related to the decision making process in the work place e.g. can be dis-

cussed informally when sitting together In the dining-room. when meeting in 

the children-houses. or on any other place and occasion in the small commu-

nit y where so many functions and areas of life are common. participation 
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can therefore occur dur ing other activities and needs not always to be on 

the expense of other activities. 

This qualification does not contradict the assumption that participation 

Is time-consuming. but it is a v.arning against exaggerrations in using this 

argument. 

meet I ngs. 

Because of the need to avoid exaggerated waste of time in 

the kibbutz In contradistinction from other organizations based 

on d I r ec t democracy Is using majority rule. Such majority decisions are 

usually taken after discussions In which attempts of mutual persuasion have 

been made that have been Ilml ted In time. 

Differences in propensity to invest the time needed for democratic par-

ticlpatlon Is one Of the possible explanations of the correlations found 

between participation in different areas of kibbutz life. It was generally 

found that the members that are the more active participants in the general 

assemb I I es speaking. asking question. making suggestions - also attend 

such assemblies more frequently than other. They tend also to be more ac-

t I ve In committees and In the work place. In general the majority of mem-

bers participate actively in the workplace and are members in committees 

wh I I e on I y a minority are frequent speakers at assembl ies and hold more 

central offices in the community. Another rather smaller minority partic-

Ipates only in the framework of the workplace and abstains both from par-

ticipation In the community assembly and In committees. 
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Why do some members transfer participation form one setting to another. 

from one issue to another. from one type of participation to another. while 

others do not? 

This is not a differentiation between 'full-time' office hOlders and 

rank and fi Ie members that have to invest their 'own' time in meetings the 

number of 'full-time jobs' for administrative functions Is still very lim-

ited although It Is slightly expanding with the size and complexity of 

the kibbutz. On the contrary. the readiness to Invest 'free' after work 

time is one of the factor determining the readiness for office holding. But 

then we come back to the question how to explain the difference In propen

sity to invest 'free time'? 

1. Competing commlttments and interests are surely a part 01 the explana

tion. The rising Importance of the fami Iy is one example of such com

pet Ing commlttments and this committment is more strongly felt by women 

and especially by mothers of young children - In spite of the institu

tion of collective education. 
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Other such commlttments and interests are related to the type of 

work and work-hours. to artlstlcal, cultural or sport interests. etc. 

But the factors attracting to POlitical participation are not 

porlant than those detracting from I I. Among them the most 

I ess I m

important 

2. 

seem to be the degree of commi ttment to the communi ty or 

organization and the strength of the need for Influence. 

the relevant 

In the discussion of the features of kibbutz democracy we already men

tioned the assumption that participation wi I I strengthen member's 

commlttment to the 'common good'. This assumption Is based on the ex-

pectatlon that partlclpatlor. will enrich the Individual's sense of com

muni ty. so that he will give greater weight to Interests that 

transcend his personal advantage. Our research findings show that this 

relationship between participation and commlttment to the community Is 

not u:1l-dlrectlonal. The degree of commlttment to the kibbutz is also 

the most Important predictor of attendance in assemblies. of readiness 

for office-holding. etc. 

It seems even that one of the most Important functions of the at 

tendance of the kibbutz assembly Is a symbolic one. 

attachment to the community. 

as expression 01 

3. Strong correlations between office-hOlding. attendance and active par-

tiCipation in assemblies and feel ing of personal Influence on what Is 

going on In the kibbutz. seems to point to the Importance 01 personal 

efficacy. Those that feel that they are capable of acting effectively 

by Influencing outcomes wi I I be more eager to use these capacity and 

therefore to participate. On the other hand those that participate more 

frequently. In more varied forms. feel that they' have more Influence. 

We have also to distinguish between two types of influence -- and 
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4. 
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therefore of pOlitical efficacy: Individual and collective. Certain 

types of participation generate a feeling of one type only. while 

other generate both types. E.g. there Is no relationship between the 

frequency and authority of workers assemblies In different kibbutz 

plants and the average measures of Individual influence. whi Ie such 

correlations were found with measures of collective influence of the 

worker's as a group. On the other hand. there are strong correlations 

between the degree of participation in work-groups and both individual 

and collective influence. It seems that the main determinant of Indi-

vidual influence is active interpersonal partiCipation through dis-

cussion. suggestion and initiative-taking. Such partiCipation is 

possible only for few in the larger assemblies. whi Ie smaller groups 

of1er opportunities for everyone and in them the rethoric abilities and 

skills that are important in assemblies. are not required. 

The last but not least important factor explaining differences in pro-

penaity to 

t he need for 

legi t imated 

invest free time is the 'need for influence'. \Ale refer to 

Influence and not for power understood as non-

control since in the kibbutz there are no means for 

coercion. There are even no sanctions and material rewards available 

for the exercise of legilimate authority through olflce-holdlng. It Is 

only through persuasion. encouragement and inducement that it Is possi

ble to affect intentionally the behavior of persons and groups In the 

kibbutz or of the kibbutz community as a whOle. members' differ In 

their readiness to take part In such processes of persuasion. but also 

In their self-image as to their ability to succeed In influence

attempts. In general we find that members aspire to have both more In

dividual and collective Influence than they perceive they actually 

have. But on the other hand their aspirations for influence are on the 

average lower than their aspirations for other opportunities of self

realization and actualization. such as for interesting and challenging 

work. 

To conclude. It Is quite difficult to distinguish between causes and 

consequences of participation in the kibbutz direct democracy. but there 

are strong relationships between participation. committment to community 

and feeling of pOlitical efficacy. 

The differences In degree of participation seems to be better explained 

by differences in readiness to 'invest' in participation. when time is one 

important but not the s!ngle Investment !nvolved than by differences in 

prior learning 01 participation. In the overall participative culture of 

socialization for participation from the kibbutz. with a high level Of 

chi Idhood. It Is difficult to explain differences In actual participation 

by differences in the degree of socialization and prior participatory expe

rience. On the contrary. even some saturation effects might be 1elt when 

youngsters used to Intensive participation from'chlldhood search 10r a 

"Moratorium" period also in this area. Saturation effects together with the 
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Increasing strength of competing commlttments and interests might explain 

the decrease in assembl ies attendance. 

But while this saturation effect is felt for larger assemblies, where 

the individual participant can not always get a feeling of personal po I i-

tical efficacy, it seems less relevant for smaller work-groups and communl

ties. 

Differences between kibbutz communities assemblies and plant assemblies 

seems to point toward the Importance 01 the participatory setting In condi

tioning effects 01 participation. 

Cont@xtual conditione of direct democracy 

~e stated above the difficulty in isolating the effects of direct democ-

racy in the kibbutz from the effect of other non-conventional elements of 

the kibbutz community. such as its collective economic system, its 

egalitarian distributive justice and the 'gemeinschaft' like social struc-

ture. But is is possible to evaluate these effects by compar ing between 

kibbutz communities and work-organizations that differ in the degree of 

implementation 01 the prinCiples of kibbutz democracy. Unexpected di1fer-
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ences have been found by comparing democracy in kibbutz communities wi th 

that In industrial plants belonging to those communities. It is a tradi

tlc·nal assumption of participatory democracy theorists that factories are 

the most appropriate place to start with, In the Introduction of this type 

of democracy. In the kibbutz, in spite of the fact that the factory is an 

organic part of the community, the POlitical effects of direct democracy in 

the community are much more striking that those In the Industrial plant. 

Ihlhlle frequency of participation in kibbutz assembly Is significantly cor

related with feeling of personal Influence In the kibbutz and with 

committment to the kibbutz, no similar relationships were found for the In

dustrial plant, 

More astonishing, while participants in kibbutz-assembly were more sat

Isfied with the Influence of the assembly, the parallel relationship in the 

plant is negative. 

\',e have tried to relate these differences to more general differences 

between direct industrial democracy and direct community democracy while in 

the factory all (he members of the constituency are also members of an or

g;:~ zatlonal structure in which there is an ordered (usually hierarchical) 

unequal distribution of authority. in the community only a small part of 

the constituency are also members 01 its organizational structure. 
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The role of the member in the plant assembly is more ambiguous than Its 

role in the kibbutz assembly. On the one hand. the assembly is the locus of 

author I ty and decision making and the management elected by the assembly 

has to implement Its decisions. on the other hand, in the daily-work proc

ess most of the participants are subordinates. In the kibbutz assembly 

there is no such "structural division". The relationship between members is 

as total persons, based on diffuse and encompassing social relations while 

in the factory more specific role-relations such as between different hi

erarchical position-holders are more prevalent. 

v-lhile the comparison between participation in communities and in facto-

ries points toward the existence of different types of participation. the 

differences between communities and between factories are more a matter of 

degree. 

In compar ing between sets 01 kibbutzim that were matched on size and de

gree of industrial ization. but differed in the degree of attendance at the 

kibbutz assembly. it was possible to explore other 

fluence the Implementation of direct democracy. 

factors that might in

Kibbutz communities with 

higher average attendance on meetings seem to have an average high level of 

education. Their members were more strongly committed both to democratic 

values and to general kibbutz values. In the communi ties wi th lower at-

tendance there was more support for some attributes of indirect or even 

"adversary democracy" such as transfer of author i ty form the assembly to 
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committees, the introduction of secret ballot and of more formal written 

regulations This weakening of direct democracy was not related to bigger 

size or complexi ty since the kibbutzim were matched on the basis of these 

variable. This finding at least does not confirm the "chinese box" hypoth

esis. The implementation of direct democracy related to value-orientations 

and to social factors, such as the higher frequency of conflicts of inter 

est in the less participative group and not to size and complexity. 

While member'S influence was higher in the more participatory communi

ties. no differences in the influence 01 central office holder was found. 

leading to the conclusion that the distribution of control is non-zero-sum. 

The impact of participation on the distribution of control was studied more 

in detail in studies comparing more and less participatory kibbutz plants. 

Generally. it was found that In the plants with better f unc t Ion i ng 

worker assemblies (that convene more frequently and are perceived as having 

both a larger scope and more extensive authority) the influence or worker's 

is significantly greater. But always a discrepancy between the amount of 

influence attributed to management and that attributed to workers as a 

group remains and there is no 'power-equalization'. The finding conforms 

generally to the non-zero-sum model and the influence of management is not 

smaller in the plants where workers have more Influence. These findings 

seem to illustrate the assumption that in 'unitary democracy', when office 

holders are elected by the members and there is confidence that they will 
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not misuse their authority. there is no need for power-equalization. An

other finding that points Into this direction is the positive correlation 

between the degree of direct democracy (author I ty of the worker assembl y) 

and the degree of trust and confidence In management. In a situation Of co-

operation and commonality of interests more influence of workers wi I I lead 

to more mutual trust. to better communicat ion and therefore to a better 

functioning of the system while effective members participation in assem

bl ies can lead to these effects on the system level. no simi lar direct ef

fects were found on the individual level. As mentioned already the amount 

of personal influence perceived. as well as the strength of committment to 

the organization and the readiness to contribute to its goals. were related 

to the degree 01 participation in the smaller. face to face work-groups and 

not in the larger assemblies. This type of participation was also posi

tively correlated with behavioral outcomes such as lack of abstenteism and 

with the economic effectiveness of the firms. 

Conclusion 

Direct democraoy is a oomplex phenomena and in the kibbutz community it 

is only one component of a more comprehensive concept of participatory de-
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mocracy. closely linked to the basic values of equality and cooperation and 

to the structures designed to implement them. 

~hlle the benefits of direct democracy cannot easily be Isolated from 

those of other aspects of kibbutz democracy. the kibbutz experience Illus

trates some of its limits and problems. Problems of over participation and 

saturation effects might arise and not always the expected posl tlve learn

Ing effects occur. Members differ In their readiness to use the opportu

nities for decision-making open in all the areas of kibbutz life and on 

different levels of responslbl I I ty. These differences cannot be explained 

by differences In class background. by differences In education or by dif

ference in participation in the paal. 

Difference In readiness to partiCipate seem to be related more to the 

Importance of other "competing" committments. the committment to kibbutz 

values and to the community as well as to the self-image about the ability 

to excerce personal influence. 

The opportunilles for the average member to excerce personal I nIl 'Jence 

are better in smaller groups than in larger assembl ies. This might explain 

why participation in decision making in smaller groups seems to be more ef-

fective In producing the expected and desired mot1vatlonal outcomes 01 dl 

rect democracy. Successful implementation of direct democracy in assemb! ies 
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seems on the other hand, to enhance the collective Influence of members and 

to contribute to the mutual trust between members and office holders, 

Even In the overall participatory system of the kibbutz there Is a need 

for permanent efforts to implement direct democracy and It cannot be as

sured by building institutions and creating formal regulations, alone, In 

the kibbutz the degree of Implementation seems to be related to the degree 

of social solidarity and committment to the 'common good' of the community. 

The development of these conditions also In other societies might be an Im

portant factor in expanding such forms of direct democracy that could 

produce the expected and desired effects. 
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